Opportunity:
Join our award winning Industrial design team for an engaging year-long work intern, before completing your final year of study in Industrial Design. Immerse yourself in all aspects of Teknion’s future product design, design research, material & Finishes design.

Located in north Toronto, Teknion is a leading international designer, manufacturer and marketer of mid-to high-end office products. Our integrated product portfolio encompasses a wide range of products including, systems furniture, architectural partitions, seating, storage, wood casegoods, lighting and accessories.

Role:
- Support and engage in the day to day activities of the Industrial Design leadership and design team;
- Project work provides exposure and team based interaction with disciplines such as, Industrial Designers, Program Managers, Product Marketing, Design Engineers and Manufacturing Engineers;
- Contribute to Design Research through trend and competitive discovery, project organization, finding synthesis, compilation and communication;
- Contribute to new material and finish design and development;
- Contribute to product design including ideation, soft and digital 3D modeling, prototype building, rendering, concept communication, stage gate review presentations and product application studies;
- As part of project teams, visit varied manufacturing environments building knowledge to influence product concept directions.

Your Qualifications:
- Legally able to work in Canada;
- Enrolled in an Industrial Design University degree program;
- Completed 3rd year (applicants should be between 3 and 4th year of study);
- Enthusiastic, engaging, a good listener, strong interpersonal and presentation skills,
- Strong sketching, soft & hard model-making, shop experience,
- Competent understanding of human factors,
- Working knowledge of mass production, manufacturing processes and materials,
- Competent business writing and communication skills,
- Software working knowledge of SolidWorks, Illustrator, Photoshop, rendering (Keyshot), Microsoft Office suite, Google Suite.

How to apply:
Please send your interest and portfolio to geoffrey.milligan@teknion.com by March 15, 2019.